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Hopes washed away
Students'rights buried in the sand after Monday's vote on noise ordinance
ByGlenn Coffin
STAFF WRITER
Students living at the beach now face
bigger problems than astronomically
high rents, and constant supervision by
both Fairfied Police and town residents.
In a victory for the Fairfield Beach
Resident Association, the Fairfield Representative Town Meeting voted Mondaynightto pass an ordinance that would
enforce tighter punishments on student
beach residents.
In a meeting lasting three and a half
hours amid harsh rhetoric from both
sides, the legislation passed by a 13-vote
margin
Colleen Sheridan, RTM- District 10,
led offthe arguments for support ofthis
legislation, "This is not an effort against
Fairfield University. It is an attempt to
See"Healy"onp.5

Photo: Brian Huben
Students living at the beach will now have to be more cautious of noise violations.

Roadblock to the White House
Fairfield politicsprofessor tries toprevent Sen. Lieberman from running for two offices

ByMatthewPayne
MANAGINGEDITOR
Dr. John Orman, a Fairfield political science professor, has long taught his
students to step forward and take action
when they see somethingwrongwith democracy in the United States.
Orman put his own political lessons
from the classroom to action recently
with an attempt to remove Democratic
Vice Presidential nomines Senator Joseph Lieberman (D-Conn.) from
Connecticut's senate race this year.
Vice President Al Gore selected Senator Lieberman to be his running mate in
the 2000 Presidential Campaign earlier
this year. In accepting this offer, voters
assumed that Lieberman would resign
from his Senate position and remove his
name from this year's ballot, so as to
concentrate on the Gore/Lieberman
nomination. This has not been the case.
Lieberman's name remains on both ballots, much to the disgust of Dr. Orman,

a resident ofTrumbull and outspoken
opponent of Lieberman's actions.
"When someone makes the decision to
run for a government position, he or she
is promising to serve the American
people in the event that he/she is
elected," said Orman. "By running for
both positions, he cannot guarantee his
services to the people of Connecticut.''
Orman does not feel Lieberman can
possibly run on two major ballots with
anyintegrityinrnind Onceaproudsupporter ofLieberman, Orman cannot understand how a man widely recognized
as the "Conscience ofthe Senate," can
run a "frivolous" and "self-indulgent"
Senate campaign.
"Lieberman's actions are unethical,
unconstitutional and selfish," Orman
said
Orman supported Lieberman in the
early eighties in his campaign for Connecticut attorney general, as well as
votMforhirninthe 1988 and 1994 senate elections. He claims to have no ill
will toward Lieberman, but simply feels
See "Onnan's" on p. 5
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Around
the
campus
Parent's
weekend
nears
The semester is well underway
and many students have begun to miss
those treasured home cooked meals.
However, on the weekend of October 14
and 15, students will have the opportunity to enjoy a good meal when Parent's
weekend arrives.
The university has released this year's
Parent's Weekend schedule, which begins with a welcome from Fairfield University President Rev. Aloysius P. Kelley,
S.J., at 10:00 a.m.
Parents will then have the opportunity to attend forums on such things as
study abroad programs, internship possibilities and a performance by Theatre
Fairfield's Resident Improvisational
Group. These activities will be followed
by lunch in the Campus Center.
In the afternoon, parents and students
can attend a university mass and the Jun-
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ior Ring Ceremony.
There will then be a break for parents to take their children out for the
long-awaited good meal. The night will
end will a performance by Comedian
Bryan Tucker or a musical show featuring hits from the 50s and 60s, which will
benefit the Hunger Cleanup.
On Sunday, parents can attend
brunch, a performance by the Fairfield
University Glee Club and the induction
of students into Alpha Sigma Nu. There
will also be a number of sporting events
parents can attend including a football
game against St. Peter's as well as
woman's soccer, volleyball and field
hockey games.
The registration deadline for Parent's
Weekend is October 6, 2000. Registration materials will be sent to all parents.

Leading writer/feminist Susan Sontag
to address Open Visions Forum

Interested in
Photography?
Give us a call
at x2533.
Join The Mirror
CORRECTION
In the September 21, 2000
issue of The Mirror, Jeanne
DiMuzio was referred to as the
Dean of Students. This is
incorrect. In actuality,
Dr. Gwen Vendely holds the
office of Dean of Students.
The Mirror apologizes for this
istake

Classifieds
After school tutoring/parents' helper for academic
years, 15-20 hours per week for twin nine year old
fourth grade boys. Homework help, scheduling
activities, sports; interest in education and reliability
are major assets. Driving essential. Non-smoking.
$10 - $12/hour. Call Barbara at work: 203-256-8700
or email resume to Barbara at info@tgparch.com or
fax to 203-255-0004.

BABYSITTER - Reliable, concientious, prompt
babysitter needed 1 or 2 afternoons/week (approximately 2-6 pm). Some weekend hours preferred, buj
not required. Must provide own transportation.
$10/hour. Verifiable references imperative. 203-45
0121

PHOTOGRAPHER- The Mirror needs a bunch of
pictures for every issue.
Photo: Public Relations
Susan Sontag will speak at the Quick Center on Oct. 4, at 7:30
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Movin* on up
Fairfield rated higher this year by U.S. News & World Report
By Liz Dailey
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
The U.S. News & World Report college ranking report has been released,
and with it comes good news for
Fairfield. Up a point from last year's
ranking, Fairfield now ranks third in the
Northern Universities Top Schools category, preceded only by Villanova University and Providence College.
The U.S. News divides colleges and
universities across the nation into several categories, determined principally

by school size, geographic location and
what Fairfield's Associate Vice President
for Public Relations Doug Whiting calls
"mission."
Fairfield's mission, he says, is to focus primarily on teaching, not research,
and to offer a full slate of undergraduate
and masters programs.
150 schools of similar "mission" thus
compete with Fairfield for the top slots
in the Northern Universities category.
The top 25 schools in this category are
ranked, and the remaining 125 schools
are ordered alphabetically and by tier.
The ranking system within these categories is multifaceted, incorporating

Photo: Nick Ouimet
Junior Napoleon Freiri searches U.S. News & World Report for Fairfield's raiting.

several different aspects of every college
and university into the system and
weighing them for importance.
One of the most important factors in
a school's rank is its "reputation," which
is determined by surveys sent to presidents, provosts and directors of admis-

Whiting thus expresses a need for
Fairfield Public Relations staff to continue to make the case for Fairfield and
expand on measures already taken.
Intangibles, like Fairfield's accredited
faculty and student commitment to
volunteerism, have not been broadcast

Our goal ultimately is to be ranked the best
school in the North
--Doug Whiting, Public Relations
sion from competing universities.
Other factors include graduation rate,
freshman retention rate, student/faculty
ratio, selectivity and alumni giving. In
the past 10 years with a similar system,
Fairfield has consistently placed in the
top five schools in the Northern Universities category.
Despite the inclusiveness of the U.S.
News college ranking system, the
rankings are, according to Whiting, controversial. "Almost every school in the
nation is critical [of the rankings] in one
way or another," he says.
"U.S. News is probably the best of
the rankings, but it is still flawed." Still,
rankings are a factor to consider for prospective students planning to attend any
college or university, and U.S. News is
the place where many students look first
for guideline information about the
schools they are considering.
Whiting feels that Public Relations
and Admissions at Fairfield can take
measures to improve the university's
rank, especially with regard to reputation.
"The reality of what exists at Fairfield
is stronger than its reputation," he notes.

significantly.
As a result, people like Whiting have
visited U.S. News and sent material to
colleges and universities receiving the
reputation survey, in order to "make the
case for Fairfield" and "show people
why everyone here believes so strongly
in this place."
Because Fairfield, a university not yet
60 years old, is competing with universities with legacies of more than 100
years, recognition of Fairfield as a top
school may not be as high as it deserves.
Consequently, name recognition is also
a focus of the Public Relations department.
What does all this mean to the future
of Fairfield? Plenty, according to Whiting. "Our goal ultimately is to be ranked
the best school in the North," he says.
As Fairfield continues to grow, more
people will be convinced of the enormous value it places on education, and
the many resources available to students.
Determination to make people aware
of the greatness of this institution is
prevalent. "We are happy that we made
the jump from tied for fourth to third,"
Whiting says, "but we are not satisfied."

]Vtoving foward?
Fairfield will not integrate laptops into business classes despite actions of many other schools
By Kelly DiMario
STAFF WRITER
Although many business schools
across the country have implimented the
use of laptops in the classroom, Fairfield
University's Dolan School of Business
does not have plans to join those ranks.
Some business schools, especially
those in the south and the west, have supposedly begun a system of interactivity
within the classrooms in which each individual student works with a laptop
computer. After exploring the pros and
cons of this system Fairfield has decided
against it.
Dr. Winston Tellis, acting dean of the
Dolan School, researched the newfound
use of laptops in classrooms across the
country after several parents inquired
about it. "Every school I have checked
with about this use laptops interactively
in only one class," says Tellis. "They
are not making the facts clear."
Berkeley College is supposed to use
laptops as an integral part of class discussions, but Tellis discovered that only
one teacher in the entire school uses
computers interactively in the classroom.
"Many schools now have the ability for
each student to plug in laptops in classrooms," says Tellis. "But most don't."

In this digital age of technology and
television, the attention spans of students
may now only rely on the speed of computers. "I think it would help students
pay attention in class because they are
doing something and learning instead of
just sitting there listening to the professors," says Marketing major Julie Lyons
'02.
When each student uses a laptop computer in concurrence with class lectures,
there may be several advantages for the
students and professors. First, students
have no choice but to pay close attention to the discussion and actively participate in class. Students will be interacting with other students while at the
same time becoming proficient with
computers.
Similarly, business professors would
have a seemingly endless teaching resource if there was access to the Internet
for every student. "For my class laptops
would make lab so much easier," says
Professor Jerry Campbell who teaches a
Business Processes course. Professors
could also to be able to see immediately
where students are having difficulties in
the class and they would be able to help
right away.
The administration of Fairfield University feels that the disadvantages outweigh the advantages in this situation.

Photo: Nick Ouimet
Some feel laptops would be useful for students in the classroom.

A major concern is the cost of supplying a laptop for every student. Laptops
would not be included in tuition so overall tuition would increase. "Is it fair to
ask everyone to bring one in?" asks
Tellis. "You would be requiring students
to bring a laptop with them to school. Is
that essential?"
Campbell also feels that cost is the
major drawback. "It would be a big
hurdle financially," he says. "We don't
want to exclude students like that."
However, Villanova University, one of
two schools to outrank Fairfield in the
recent ratings released by U.S. New &

World Report, requires its business students to purchase laptops before they
begin their freshman year.
Tellis also feels that the laptops would
be noisy and distracting in class. 'They
would definitely be worse than listening to the professors," he says. "Students
won't be listening." Campbell agrees
with this disadvantage. "Keyboards can
be noisy," he says. "In my executive
MBA program, other students were connecting to the Internet and surfing around
during the class. I would really prefer a
nice teaching lab where all the students
could work on desktop machines."

We didn't become Fortune' magazine's America's Most
Admired Company* by accepting the status quo. We got there by
hiring and training graduates with the confidence and courage to
think in innovative and revolutionary ways.
No other corporation can match the diversity of opportunities at CE. Because we have small company attitudes with
large company strengths, we set no limits, no boundaries. You
can move from industry to industry, discipline to discipline, and
never leave GE.
We're a leader In every business we compete In, and
we're looking for leaders like Ayako who will take us even
further. Start your career by visiting our website now. An Equal
Opportunity Employer.

Please Join Us at Our GE Forum
Oct. 4th, 5:00 - 7:00 p.m.
School of Business Dining Hail

On Campus Interviews 10/26, stop by Career Planning Center
for details and resume submission deadlines

team about us at

www.gecareers.com
We bring good things to life.
GE Aircraft Engines • CE Appliances • GE Capital Services • GE Corporate Research and Development • GE Industrial Systems
GE Global exchange Services • GE Lighting • GE Medical Systems • GE Wastes • GE Power Systems ■ GE Supply • GE Transportation Systems • NBC

-2/21/00
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Healy's last minute amendment rejected by RTM
Continued from p. 1
stop lawlessness. We believe the source
of these problems is the upperclassmen
serving alcohol to the younger students,
and we aim to stop that," she said.
According to James Baldwin, the attorney for the Town of Fairfield, this ordinance was based on similar legislation
in Los Angeles and East Lansing, Michigan, the location of the Michigan State
University.
Mr. Baldwin also defended the constitutionality of this legislation and defended the due process of this ordinance.
When formally enacted, this ordinance
will require anyone to pay for the overtime of police officers responding to subsequent noise violations at their houses.
But according to Pauline M. Stankey
RTM- District 5, there is no way a police officer could determine if a house is
legally being too loud. "...How can we
pass a noise ordinance if police do not
have decimeters to measure sound?" she
said.
First Selectman John G. Metsopoulos,
as well as the FBRA, was a key sponsor
of this bill. "What we are hearing is frustration. You should rise to the occasion
and find a solution. If students do that,
they will find that this ordinance will be
repealed. My phone has started ringing
off the hook at one a.m. and I have personally heard the commotion. Once
again, this is frustration you are hearing,"
he said, speaking directly to the students
in attendance.
In a formal response to this ordinance,
Tim Healy, RTM District 4 and Fairfield
University student introduced an amendment to this bill that would defend the
rights of students. "Basically, this
amendment states that if you make a call
to the police and it is unfounded, then
the person making the call would be responsible for paying for the police response," said Healy.
This amendment comes from FBRA
statistics, as well as multiple reports of
FBRA members roaming the streets with
cell phones and video camera's reporting student residences that are no where

near their own houses, as well as FBRA
statistics.
"The statistics that Mr. Healy speaks
of are a compilation of Freedom of Information Act records," said Colleen
Sheridan. "They are not unfounded, they
are simply an example of the officers not
seeing an incident that rose to the level
of breach of peace. There was simply no
probable cause for arrest."
'This is what we deal with on a
weekly basis," said Kevin Hayes, president of the Fairfield University Student
Association. "People are reported for

u

themselves. "Once again, the victims are
being penalized. This is a ludicrous
amendment," said John V. Carlin, Jr.
RTM District 10.
Unfortunately for Fairfield students,
the constitutionality of this amendment
was questioned by the town attorney and
therefore did not achieve the two-thirds
majority needed for adoption.
Over 145 Fairfield University beach
residents turned out in support of their
cause, many of them standing in the back
of the packed auditorium of the Osborn
Hill School in Fairfield until the end of

Trying to contain problems with ordinances is
simply going to create more problems
-Tim Healy, senior and RTM member 5 5
eating Tostitos on their porch or watching the MTV Music Awards. At 11:01,
no matter where they are, people are
making phone calls. The only way students will ever support this ordinance is
if we are protected as well."
"What would it take to get Fairfield
University students on board here?"
asked RTM District 4 Representative
Harry R Ackley, Sr. "If we support Mr.
Healy's amendment, I have been told
thatFUSA would fall in behind us 100%.
We need cooperation. These are good
kids."
"I am asking this body to take the
cooperative steps that are taken at Clam
Jam every weekend of the year. Trying
to contain problems with ordinances is
simply going to create more problems,"
said Representative Tim Healy in his
closing remarks.
"This whole issue is a police matter," added Representative Pauline M.
Stankey. "We are opening Pandora's box
here people!"
As explained by Metsopoulos, frustration is indeed a frequent emotion experienced by the year-round residents of
Fairfield Beach as well as the students

the meeting, just before midnight.
"I love living at the beach," said Senior Ryan Scully. "We often take the
brunt of all the underclassmen coming
down there and it is very difficult to keep
students out of the house. This ordinance
will do nothing to stem the flow of kids
coming from campus."
Tom Drew of 800 Rowland Road was
one of many who spoke of vandalism at
the beach. "I have found broken bottles
on my driveway after I called the police
about noisy party goers. I have had beer
bottles thrown through my living
roomwindow and even had a rock
thrown through my daughter's window.
There was glass on my daughter's bed!
I support this ordinance," he said.
In countering, students argued the
noise ordinance will not impact cases of
vandalism. "We do not condone any
See "Students" on p. 6

i

The following text appeared on the
Representative Town Meeting's
agenda at their meeting on
Monday, September 25, 2000
at The Osborn Hill School:
"To consider and act upon 'Recovery of Costs
Related to Properties with Chronic Breaches of
the Peace, Public Disturbances and Disorderly
Conduct' Ordinance, introduced by First Selectman John Metsopoulos, Selectman Mary
Carroll-Mirylees, Representative Phillip L.
Dukes, District 1, Representative Martha Sue
Eckert, District 3 and Representative Colleen
Sheridan, District 10."

Orman's crusade draws national media attention
lose a seat in the Senate.
Continued from p. 1
This decision seems espehis decision to be on both ballots denies
cially foolish according to
Orman. Lieberman is far
Connecticut residents basic voting rights
ahead of his opponent Phil
of "fair and impartial elections."
"I don't have any motives related to
Giordano (R-Conn.) in the
either political party," said Orman. "I
polls, and if he were to drop the
didn't take action against Senator
bid to state Attorney General,
[Lieberman] to attract national press.
Richard Blumenthal (DI'm doing this on behalf of Connecticut
Conn.), the Democrats would
voters and advocacy of good government
most likely win with ease.
policy."
Orman has taken a number
If Lieberman were to win both nomiof legal measures in efforts to
nations, he would be in a serious bind,
remove Lieberman from the
said Orman. Assuming he would accept
ballot, all of which have been
the office of Vice President, over the
fruitless. He wrote a formal letSenate seat, he would be forced to reter addressing Connecticut's
sign his senatorial position. This would
Secretary of State and the State
be shortchanging residents of Connectiof Connecticut Elections Encut, as well as hurting his own political
forcement Commission. In his
party.
letter, he asked for an "immediIn the event that Lieberman would
ate hearing and ruling" chalPhoto: algore.com
have to resign, Governor John Rowland Sen. Joseph Lieberman, D-Conn., is running
lenging
Lieberman's dual canfor both sena(R-Conn.) would assign a substitute tor and vice president.
didacy. Both outlets failed to
senator. Rowland has already announced
meet Orman's requests.
that he would appoint Christopher tive voters they thought would be takOrman also sought assistance from
Shayes (R-Conn.) to the Senate. The end ing office would not be. On top of that, the State Ethics Commission and the
result, therefore, is dually negative for the replacement would be an opposing Office of General Counsel of the New
the Democratic party. The representa- party member and the Democrats would Federal Elections Commission (Wash-

ington, D.C.) These efforts were also
denied any actions.
Despite Orman's failure to gain assistance from government agencies since
he brought the issue to the public eye on
September 5th, it has steadily gained
more press coverage. Highly-regarded
news mediums such as the New York
Times, the Hartford Courant, the Providence Journal and MSNBC and more
have covered the issue on a national
scale. An editorial in the Providence
Journal praised Orman's efforts, and
even labeled Lieberman as a "political
bigamist."
Lieberman returned to Connecticut
this week to continue campaigning for
the senate position. In his home state,
the media repeatedly questioned his current status on two major ballots.
Lieberman, who has long been outspoken on honest and upright public life,
has until October 27th to remove his
name from the Senate ballot. Until then,
the state of Connecticut may still be in
disarray over the issue.
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Students voice opinions,
but residents get last word
Continued from p. 5
type of vandalism, and any who do it
should be severely punished," said Robert Grimes, president of the Student
Beach Resident Association (SBRA).
"But we do not agree with this ordinance
... we should be living on the merits of
our character, not an assumption that we
are all criminals."
"I am disgusted by this. This is a trust
matter. Trust and faith are earned, and
this is simply another ploy by students
to keep the fun and games going ... the
problem is real. Students eventually
move away, we don't," said Kevin
Rupert of 919 Fairfield Beach Road. "I
support this ordinance."
But students were not about to give
up without a fight. "Before voting on

to call if a party gets out of hand, has not
been used at all since the beginning of
the year. "This isn't how I would like to
be used," said Melzer. "Fairfield University is against any amendment that targets students unfairly."
'This is an ordinance that discriminates us. No matter how you say it you
are not doing this for the town, you are
doing this to hurt us," said Senior Keith
Nargi.
Selectman Ken Flatto stood firftily
behind this piece of legislation. "Somehow we must reduce the sense of animosity in Fairfield. We must maintain a
sense of community and safety. This ordinance is not meant to harm or target, it
is meant to help," he said.
"Although the vote didn't turn out

U
No matter how you say it you are not doing
this for the town, you are doing this to hurt us
--Keith Nargi '01
^
something new, lets try to use the system in place," said Senior Molly
Houlihan. "The FBRA has yet to use Mr.
Melzer to solve problems."
Duane Melzer, Fairfield University's
liaison between year-round beach residents and students, and also the person

Student
Airfares
Eurailpasses

55

More Than
100 Departure Cities
Study Abroad

&

the way we wanted, I want to thank all
the students who showed up to the meeting," Hayes said. "They were respectful, articulate, and presented themselves
very well. Also, Tim Healy should be
commended for all the work he's done.
I think the RTM will regret the vote."

student universe i
IT'S YOUR WORLD.

EXPLORE IT

studentuniverse.com
800.272.9676

fl class you'ue always wanted to
take, but neuer made the time...
Learn to DEFEND yourself.
An invaluable 2-hour seminar which will present the tools
and information to help you avoid becoming a victim.
• Personal safety on-campus and off
• Environmental awareness & street smarts
• Rape prevention tactics
• How to defend against an attacker using simple techniques
which incorporate body physics and vital strike points
• How everyday items can be used as defensive tools

TUES. OCT. 10
7- 9 PM
Black Box
Wien Theater
at the Quick Center
presented by

This fast-paced lecture/hands-on seminar is one
you cannot afford to miss! Make the time.

DON'T become a VICTIM.
Limited space! Sign up early. Call Security at
254-4090 or ext. 4090 to reserve your spot.
Sponsored by Security.

SELF DEFENSE
INSTRUCTION
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Campus Life

his week's featured club:
FU's Women's Ruggers
By Kristen Delaney
STAFF WRITER
As the autumn air sets in and the
leaves change to an amber color, the
rugby field welcomes its players again
for a new season.
The Fairfield rugby teams are on the
club level, both for men and women.
The women's team was created in
1994, and this year it has been given
new playing shirts, and is back to playing on their old field.
The team had its first game last Sunday against Sacred Heart.
The game is divided into two halves.
The first half of the game went scoreless, with Fairfield dominating the field
in Sacred Heart's zone.
Then, with the advent of the second
half, injuries, and the inclusion of new
players, the game erupted into a war
for control between the teams resulting in a Sacred Heart victory. The final score at the end of the game was a
disappointing 10-0.
This year's team is physically
smaller, but faster and stronger. "The

~l Cell phones inuade

occur when the ball goes out of bounds.
The team has the option of throwing a member into the air to increase
the chances of catching the ball. They
also partake in what is called a scrum
down, when the players all huddle together, leaning on each other, and trying to kick the ball back to their players.
The backs main focus is to pass the
ball and open up the field. They rely
on their speed rather than their braun
to gain ground.
Because rugby is a foreign sport,
many of its members (as well as its
spectators) didn't have much knowledge of the sport before they joined.
No previous experience is required,
and much of the rules and understanding of the game is explained in the first
few practices and games.
An additional draw to the sport is
its physical exertion and combat. Junior, Jo Jo Bonanno, said "it's challenging because it's really rough and you
cfln get all your aggressions out on the
field". The sport "helps people mentally and physically," said sophomore
Marybeth Mahoney, Co-Vice President.

PHOTO: FU Women's Rugby Team
FU Women Ruggers huddle during a game
team played really well. We were
missing a few people for the first game,
but we held on pretty strong, and Sacred Heart only scored in the last 10
minutes. With a lot more practice, we
will do really well," said junior Elizabeth Jehle, treasurer of the team.
"Rugby is a combination of soccer
and football without paddhng," said
junior Kate Dunleavy, captain of the
scrum. A score, called a 'tri', is acquired similar to a touchdown, with the
only difference being that the player
must actually place the ball down in
the tri-zone.
Also similar to football, after a tri
is scored for five points, a field goal
kick is allowed for an additional point.
The rugby team is broken down into
two structural divisions: scrums and
backs. The scrum is the forward part
of the team, who take on most of the
tackling and beatings.
They engage in the line-outs, which

"It helps us manage our time and
stress as well," said junior Rookie Mom
Regina Picciano.
The physical aspect of the game
does take its toll on its players, however. In the first game alone, there were
two major injuries. Joan Cullinan got
kicked in the face, resulting in a possible cheek fracture and concussion,
and had to be taken out of the game due
to impaired vision. Meghan Newman
also had to be removed after injuring
ligaments in her fingers.
President Emily Porell injured her
knee in a game her freshman year, and
needed corrective surgery. She still
feels attached to the sport though. "It's
so strenuous and tough to recover from
an injury and then not be so timid in
the next game. I miss [the sport] so
much," she said.
If you would like your club featured
in The Mirror, call Maria at X2533.

gadgets becoming as trendy as J-Crew
and the futon bed?
When asked why he had yet to get
a phone, one freshman that wished to
Gecko Green, Antigua Red, and
remain nameless replied, "I'm not that
Tango Orange: What color would you
cool yet."
choose if you
To some,
had a cell
cell phones are
phone?
Well
just for fun, but
if you need help
there are othin choosing just
ers that need
look around
them foj- callcampus and you
ing their famiwill see that evlies. Freshman
ery other person
Jamie Piper reyou
passmarked that
whether you are
she is from
walking
Chicago and
through the
uses hers to
quad, waiting
manage her
in line at
long distance.
Barone, or tryFairfield
ing to study in
University's
the library- is
Student Teletalking on a
phone Services
cell.
charge a very
Has Fairfield
high
perUniversity
minute rate
turned into the
on long disstereotypical
tance calls, and
school whose Actresses 1 i the hit movie "'Clueless', sport their cells many
cell
students
phone plans
have phones just because they are the
enable students like Jamie to beat the
popular to have? Or is it because the
system. Until, that is, you carelessly
long distance plans help home sick
exceed the plan you have paid for.
students call their families all over the
Using a cell phone without careU.S?
fully paying attention to when and how
No matter what the reason may
many minutes you talk can turn inexbe, cell phones are an important part
pensive calls into calls which exceed
to many students' means of commuthe STS rate by almost six times.
nication.
Nokia, a leading manufacturer of
Some students have cell phones
phones, advertises that their phones
because they can use them for contend to, "reflect their owners," and as
venience, such as calling their friends
more and more students begin to use
to meet them for dinner or perhaps
this technology this becomes evident.
while standing on the corner of Reef
Some students use phones to trade
Road and Fairfield Beach Road waitstocks during the day, while others like
ing for a cab to come and pick them
junior Michael Davidson are more
up.
concerned with, "Safety in the car."
Jolene Laperriere '04 bought her
Whatever our reasons for using
phone this summer, "for friends and
them may be, cell phones have arrived
stuff," and this trend seems to be very
on campus.
popular. Sophomore cell phone
owner Sean Hayes feels that, "Cell
phones scream importance."
Are these practical 21st century
By Jeanne Claus
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
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Perfect
Strangers

Cheers

One student critiques the process
of roommate pairing
By Kelly Rooney
STAFF WRITER
Summer Orientation always brings
hopes to many incoming freshmen of
the perfect roommate. I can remember desperately seeking out someone
to room with for fear I would be assigned with a roomate from hell.
Immediately after returning home
from orientation, freshmen are asked
to fill out their housing survey. This
survey covers the basics and only the
basics.
The questions only ask you if you
burn the midnight oil or if you rise
with the sun, if you are a smoker or
not, and if
you are
messy or
neat. The
answers
to these
simple
questions
can not
possibly
cover all
of the areas that
are essential in order to create a compatible partnership.
The housing survey should be more
personalized in order to make the best
partnerships possible. Questions
about how many hours of sleep you
need a night and personality traits are
essential to making pairs that are liveable.
A healthy and warm rooming situation is essential to success for the first
year student. It is difficult enough attempting to become adjusted to college life without having to deal with
tension between roommates.
Stress between roommates is not
productive for either person and can
only hinder the success of their year.
Housing Operations should spend
more time in pairing roommates.
Davidson College has made many
efforts in order to solve the dilemna
of pairing up the freshmen class. In
1983, their Department of Housing
began sending the Meyers-Briggs personality test along with the housing
seurvey.
Davidson does not strive to place
roommates in situations where they
will be best friends; instead, they strive
to make compatible roommates. They
contribute the careful consideration
that goes into the pairing of the freshman class to their 90% freshmen retention rate.
The freshmen class is happy, in a
large part due to the successful pairing that they have experienced. Infact,
85% of the roommates agree to live
together again for their second year.
This is because people answer questions about their lifestyle ranging from
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their musical preferences to their
weekend activities. The most important question on the survey is the
one which asks what the freshmen
wants their roommate to be like.
The Davidson Department of
Housing also enlists the help of the
admission office in order to better
the roommate choosing process.
This prevents the pairing of people
who share opposing views, such as
some one who is Pro- Life and
someone who is Pro-Choice.
Many freshmen across our campus are feeling the effects of poorly
matched and virtually incompatible
pairings. Many feel that the surveys
did not ask the right questions and
that Housing Operations did not
spend
enough
time
considering
t h e
pairs.
Rita

The school did not do a good
enough job with the surveys,
I know my roommate is
horrified to have me (as her
roommatey
Rita Verdirame* (04

Boos

to chillin' and illin' ... to happy hours
everywhere ... to there being at least a
few people in this town who like the fact
that this university is here ... to Major
League Baseball... to Lori the commentary editor ... to the 145 students who
showed up at the RTM meeting... to sisters who get hitched... to T.H. and K.H.
for working their tails off... to Bobby's
21st: we love you, buddy ... to maybe
getting some eats sometime soon ... to
limo rides ... to safe rides ... to having a
ride ... to your ride ... to "buy, one, get
one" at the Grape... to Halloween coming ... to pumpkin pie ... to joint efforts
... to Timber Kitty ...to 15 minutes before getting caught...to the empty triple
again...to Sports Illustrated daily
planner...to tostitos then cheese then
salsa...to hooking up on the SoNo
bus...to the right here right now face
book...to beau ner...to running to the
Water's Edge for tp...to the hiding spot
on the mantle...to going to bed at 5am
every night...to Sadie...to dancing on the
ceiling...to Red pants...to vazzi's happy
hour...to seductions in the kitchen...to the
larc... to the mardi bra greads...to to salsa
con queso... to homemade veggie cream
cheese...
to called
id...
to
maintenance...to dominating in darts... to
winning... to food... to heers... to the
railroad...to the nameless boston boy..to
the SBRA trip to Norwalk... to the Cave

to not catching the bouquet ... to town
ordinances ... to rain on every single
Tuesday ... to no one sending in cheers
and boos ... to my caller ID being broken ... to stealth bombers ... to no one
listening to reason ... to this office being a total mess ... to campus buses,
again ... to color-coded parking lots ...
to everyone who isn't watching the
Olympics ... to grammar ... to being a
nag ... to having to go to Turbos in the
rain ... to professors who insist on
talking...to bringing in the pine
needles...to Zithromax side effects... to
MAIL...to bitten eye brows... to salsa
then cheese...to to the maximum
strength of cranberry vodka on
Wednesday night...t o resumes...to loose
stools that stink...to breaking and entering in order to kiss...t o to fighting on
the beach...to to getting caught... to first
Union...to no more 90210... to to
babysitting for free...to Dawn being defiant... to always spilling things... to
passing the town oridinance...
to being on campus seniors... to being
R.D.andB.G....to this damn thing never
being done .... to bell-bottom blues ....
to Extra Sugar Free gum... to lucky:
Hello Lucky ... Hello ... to anyone who
does homework on a Saturday when he
should be in Norwalk... to rabid skunks
... to battery-sucking cameras ... to we
having no sleep ... we have no sleep

\4faie
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said,
"The
school
d i d
not
do a good enough job with the surveys. I know my roommate is horrified to have me (as her roommate)."
Other freshmen echoed Rita's
sentiments. Andrea DelFOllio applauded the ability to choose your
roommate at Orientation, but she too
fell short. "Having a roommate who
is similar to you is essential to a
smooth transition to college life. It
just makes life so much easier."
Melissa Golfo '04 feels, 'The
school did not take the personality
traits into account when pairing the
roommates. Questions about
lifestyle should be added."
It is time for Housing Operations
to reconsider their current method
of pairing roommates. Personality
tests should be given and questions
about lifestyle and study habits are
an absolute must.
Compatibility is an essential tool
in successful pairing of roommates;
hence, more time and effort must be
given to find compatible roommates.
It is not necessary to make pairs
that will become life long friends,
but it is necessary to pair roommates
who are compatible.
Even if you do not get along with
your roommate, it is not the end of
the world. Although a compatible
roommate can enhance your college
experience, it is not absolutely necessary for a successful year. An
open mind however, is essential to
any roommate pairing.

3170 Foirfield Avenue in Historic Block Rock, Bridgeport, CT 06605
(203) 335-8228 ar www.tocoloco.com

All you can eat specials!
Monday
all ihe beef tocos you can eat! $7.95

Tuesday
all the beef burritos you can eat!$7.95
1/2price Frozen Margaritas off day!

Wednesday
off the nachos superior you can eat! $7.95
Corona Beer only $2.00 each off day!

Thursday
our famous buff do wings., all you can eati $8.95
(includes one free Budweiser i
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Buffet Oriy $659
*Buy one Buffet ond get the second Buffet 1/2
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Great Fresh Food
Take-Out or Eat-In!

WhsCs C©okfc>g?
Bountiful Breakfast Sandwiches!

Super Soups!
Sensational Sandwiches!
Wondrous Wraps!
Panini, Entrees & More!

Come taste for yourself...

Woaz

At Heritage Square
Downtown Fairfield: 1700 Post Road
259-7373/Fax: 259-8880
M-F 6:30 AM-6 PM, Sat: 6:30 AM-4 PM
Stop in for your free T-shirt with $5 purchase.
Must show your Fairfield University I. D.
While Supplies Last
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EDITORIAL

'Justice' for sale in Fairfield
On Monday evening at the Osborn Hill School, the Town of
Fairfield"s Representative Town Meeting made a clear statement to
its constituency: justice may he blind, but it can certainly be bought.
In its passing of the "Recovery of Costs Related to Properties with
Chronic Breaches of the Peace. Public Disturbances and Disorderly
Conduct" ordinance, the RTM sold itself away to complaining taxpayers, rather than heeding the logical pleas of university students
who. unfortunately, do not directly fill town coiffures with tax dollars.
Many townspeople sang the praises of these "wonderful." "articulate" and "intelligent" Fairfield University students who attended
the aforementioned RTM meeting. Their compliments ring hollow, however, when considering that few of the voting RTM members and townspeople seemed to actually listen to what these eloquent students had to say.
This ordinance will not solve a single problem at Fairfield Beach.
It may give year-round beach residents a chance feel a rush of power
while imposing financial burden on certain students, but what good
are financial burdens when they are not levied upon those who have
caused a problem? Under this new ordinance, student renters will
soon find massive bills in their mailboxes, while the true noiseviolators may be resting comfortably on their sofas in Regis Hall.
If the RTM had been listening on Monday night, it would have
realized that student renters are its only friends in this matter. Unfortunately for the town and year-round beach residents, the RTM
managed to alienate its lone allies by passing this piece of legislation that clearly targets the wrong people.
The RTM should feel embarrassed and guilty for caving in to an
ordinance just, because it fears the' wrath of taxpaying year-round
residents. The spirit of this ordinance should not have been about
parties, noise, complaints or even a university. It should have been
about justice and about solving a very real problem. It falls far
short of accomplishing either of these goals, and it sends a message
that university students are no longer welcome here in Fairfield.
Shame on the RTM for making this statement. You have made
thousands of students feel like strangers in their own town.
The opinions expressed in this piece reflect those of
The Mirror's editorial board.
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Editorial &
"I am whatever you say I am"
Student says Eminem isn't so bad
To the Editor:
A letter in response to "Will the
Real Slim Shady Please Shut UP"
Many years ago many of
our ancestors fought for the
freedom of this great nation.
Along with that freedom came
many personal rights. One of
which is the freedom of speech.
Yes, Eminem takes advantage
of this right more so than the
rest of the general public. However, other people use this freedom of speech to publish literature containing information
on how to build explosives, to
carry out hate crimes against
particular races, and [to publish] violent pornography. The
potential harm of this literature
is much greater than one of
Eminem's entertaining songs.
Many people wish to argue
that the difference is that
Eminem's lyrics are too
graphic. True, they are graphic,
but they are audio words which
force you to use your imagination. Many of the same people
who label Eminem's songs as
too graphic have no problem
with Arnold Schwarzenegger
blowing people wide open,
Sylvester Stallone beating the
life out of opponents, or letting
their children watch Disney
movies (which almost always
contain graphic violent images). I believe these visually
graphic displays of actual violence are worse than Eminem's
words joking about violence.
I am sorry that last week's
author does not like Eminem.
However, no one forces people
to listen to Eminem. If you
don't like his music, don't buy
it and don't listen to it. If
enough people boycotted and
could do without his music,
Eminem would no longer be
making music. Perhaps the author did not like Eminem because his music was not written for her and she cannot relate to it, just as I couldn't re-

late to a Jewish poet writing
about seeing his parents killed by
Nazi soldiers. It requires a certain amount
of common
experience to
relate
to
someone's
message. PerMarshall Mathers, "Eminem" hapS if the au-

thor was a small white kid growing up in a predominately black
inner city who was made fun of
and beaten up daily on the way
to school, she'd understand. Or
perhaps if her best friends were
killed and closest relative com-
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Many of the same
people who label
Eminem's songs as too
graphic have no problem with Arnold
Schwarzenegger
blowing people wide
open or Sylvester
Stallone beating the life
out of opponents...
these visually graphic
displays of actual violence are worse than
Eminem's words joking
about violence.
Jon Zimmel '01
mitted suicide, she'd understand
who Eminem is.
If a commentary was going to
be written addressing the state of
the rap world today, Eminem's
use of his freedom of speech
should be the least of rap fans'
worries. Why criticize Eminem
for speaking while DMX carries
on sexual relations with an underage girl, Puff Daddy is found
with an unregistered gun used in
a shooting earlier that night, and
Jay-Z is involved in a fight which
leads to his "entourage" stabbing
a man?
A lot of negative things can be

said of Eminem. However, a
lack of talent is not one of
them. As an amateur looking
to get discovered, he showed
up at the largest rap contest in
the world and came in second.
He defeated the likes of
Method Man. Also, unlike
many of the groups mentioned
in last week's article, Eminem
writes all of his own lyrics. Obviously if he feels strongly
enough to write the lyrics, he
believes in what he is saying.
A Tribe Called Quest, on the
other hand, buys their lyrics
from a ghostwriter. Therefore,
if they think the song will sell,
whether they believe in its
message or not, they will purchase the lyrics and record the
song.
After considering the life
Eminem lived, I think he
turned out to be pretty successful. He could be a drug dealer,
thief or gangster. Instead he
earns an honest and legal living making music.
So, as Eminem would say
"thank you to all the critics."
Because everytime someone
writes an article saying how
outrageous his lyrics are, there
is someone who reads that article and has yet to hear the
lyrics. Some of these readers
think, "Wow, is it really that
bad? I have to hear this for
myself," and they then go out
and purchase his album. So in
effect, critics contribute to his
success.
I'd like to end with a quote
from Eminem's new album
The Marshall Mathers LP, "A
lot of people think that what I
say on record or what I talk
about on my record that I actually do in real life or that I
believe in it, or if I say that I
want to kill someone that I'm
actually gonna going to do it
or I believe in it bull... if you
believe that..."
Sincerely,
Jon Zimmel '01

Apathy remains
Senior explains thefailure ofStagstock
To the Editor:
Luke Goljian and members
of the HAM Channel were
fighting against a force that is
sometimes insurmountable apathy.
For those of you who are
unfamiliar with the term, it is
the bored look seen in so many
faces on the way to class. It is

the blindness to fluorescent fliers lining walls. It is the crumpling of mailings never read,
tossed in the general direction of
the garbage can.
This condition is not evenly
distributed across the student
population. There are those few,
those wonderful few, who are
doing things. They are writing,

singing, organizing and protesting, and these energetic
souls will change the world.
To say that they are vastly
under-appreciated would be a
gross understatement. They
organize great events and no
one attends. What did the
HAM Channel do wrong?
See "Stop" on page 12
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All submissions
due to Box AA
by Sunday.
On Monday, an ordinance was passed, requiring that police overtime be paid by the resident ofa property upon the second visit by police due to noise complaint^

Do you have any sympathy for year-round beach
residents who implemented the new noise ordinance?
By Amy Womack & Amy Torchen

1

4
No, because the students at
the beach pay a lot to live
there so they have every right
to use their property the way
they want to.
Mike Rupp '03

No, because the town should
take the good and the bad
from Fairfield. We make
them what they are.
Kevin Young '02

I don't have sympathy.
They knew university students would be living there
and the situation when they
bought their homes.

No, they chose to live near the college
- It's a college town. That "camera
woman" invaded our privacy and
misrepresented the true situation. The
year-round beach residents should he
thankful for what our university has
brought to their town.

Kelly Schroder '01

Pat Noonan '03

v fn
No, because they know that
Fairfield University students
live there and knew what
they were getting into.
Ali Schaffer'03

Vendley defends alcohol
hospitalization policy
be taken. However, we do care and because of that, we respond with sanctions
I was surprised to read that the al- designed to impact such compromised
cohol policy regarding severe, life- behavior.
You listed the sanctions accurately, but
threatening intoxication was considmight
I elaborate a bit? The $ 100 fine is
ered "new."
directed
to non-alcoholic programming,
In fact, nothing has changed about
most
typically
in the residence halls. It
that policy except the articulation of
is
used
to
educate
the student body as a
it in last year's Community Standards'
whole.
The
20
hours
of university serbooklet. It was then that "points" were
added to the various alcohol offenses. vice is spent in the health center on ThursThese "points" simplified the more day, Friday and Saturday nights, assistlengthy policy descriptions of previ- ing other students who have drank too
ous years; they did not change the much.
The referral to the substance abuse
policies.
Most disturbing to me was your educator is self-explanatory. All of the
contention that the "university admin- above sanctions were designed years and
istration" should somehow protect years ago as educational interventions.
In terms of the final two sanctions (payou from the judicial consequences of
dangerous binge drinking that requires rental notification and deferred suspenhospital attention. If we did not care sion), the intent is to underscore the gravabout you, perhaps your point could ity of the offense. Parents are contacted,

To the Editor:

but the hospital typically notifies the
parents before our office does so.
As for the deferred suspension status, students need to be aware that
drinking until one is unresponsive to
physical and auditory stimuli is unacceptable. This sanction is levied to help
the student realize that another such offense will result in removal from the
University. Why would this be so? I
will explain.
It is one thing to make a very serious mistake by drinking until one is unresponsive, but it is quite another to repeat this same mistake. A repeat intoxication is an indication of alcoholism or some other self-destructive affliction, which the university is not capable of resolving. That is why the student is removed from the university and
not permitted to return until s/he has
completed a treatment program.

If friendship is about support, care and
safety then I don't understand the "hazard"
you address. A student can bring another
student to the health center for drunkenness and not have judicial involvement. If
the student is unresponsive, however, hospital attention is essential, because death is
a real possibility.
"The system" is in place to help the student in need. Those who ignore the
student's condition by putting him or her
to bed or by walking away are certainly not
friends. They are not even humanitarians.
Friends help by getting their friends to those
who can intervene appropriately. My hope
is that there are more "friends" on this campus than otherwise.
Sincerely,
Dr. Gwendolyn M. Vendley
Assistant Vice President/Dean of Students

Thursday, September 28, 2000
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Don't pity the Sox Thumbs Up..r
To the Editor:
I'm writing this letter in response to
Sports Editor Matthew Thompson's article "A Yankee fan comes clean." First
of all, I was impressed with Matthew's
analysis of the Red Sox-Yankees rivalry.
It was smart, well written and quite entertaining. What struck me was the brutal honesty Matthew expressed in rooting for my beloved Sox. Let me tell you
something Matt: don't ever root for the
Red Sox ... we don't want your support
or your pity. Call me sorry, call me bitter, call me whatever you want, but don't
ever root for my team. I don't root for
the Yankees when they play in October
... the fact is, I don't watch them period.
I plan on boycotting all ALCS games
this October. I will be rooting for the St.
Louis Cardinals, not because I like them
but because I respect their city's deep
passion for sports. Their fans finish a
close second to the greatest and most
knowledgeable sports fans in the country. Where are those fans, you ask? You
guessed it: "The Hub," Boston, Massachusetts. Now, I can go on forever with
personal stories and recollections about
my love for Beantown, but I'm going to
make this short and sweet.
First of all, Yankee fans, I'm going
to teach you a word you have no clue
about... it's called loyalty. Red Sox fans
are the most loyal, diehard fans in all of
sports, period. When they win there is
not a better city to be in. And before you
ask, "When did they win?", try 16 NBA
championships and five Stanley Cups.
Everyone knows the Sox haven't won a
damn thing in 82 years. I have come to
accept the fact that I may never win in

October. Nevertheless, Red Sox fans like
myself continue to support our team each
and every year. Look at Major League
attendance figures: despite having the
smallest seating capacity in baseball,
Fenway Park continually outdraws other
stadiums twice its size. Where were Yankee Fans in the days of Pasqual Perez
and Mel Hall? Oh wait, you guys probably have never heard of these two men
before. And another thing Yankee fans:
that cap that you bought last weekend
and ran through the wash three times ...
you're not fooling anybody.
I've been to Yankee Stadium about
seven times in the last three years to see
the Sox-Yankee series. I've tailgated in
the "Lot," met friends at the "Bat" and
closed out Jimmy's. I respect true Yankee fans, the fan that watches even when
they have an insurmountable September
lead. The fan that can reel off the 1976
starting lineup in his or her sleep. The
fan that would take Boomer over the
Texas Con Man any day of the week. I
respect the Matt McGoldricks, '01, and
Dom Sankars of the world. Unfortunately they are the minority at Fairfield.
This has nothing to do with championships and Hall of Famers. It has to do
with today's second vocabulary word
Yankee fans: class. Look at yourself in
the mirror with the week old cap and figure it out if you can. And Matthew, true
fans of any team never root for the enemy, especially when it has to do with
one of the great rivalries in sports.
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...Thumbs Down
Live it Up.

Luau
Nokia

melodiously Up.

Firestone tires

Down flat.

Happy Hour

Bottoms Up.

Kickboxing

toughen Up.
Up by handful.

Candy Corn
Jbercrombie

Down and out.

McD's
1-9

Always UP.
Downdowndowndown.

La Salsa

mas Up, amigos.

Madonna

going Down?

Sincerely,
Luke Almeida '01

a little
continued from pagelO
Was the free music not cheap enough?
Were the free subs and pizza too salty?
Was the location in the middle of the
Quad not convenient enough? Everything was at Stagstock but the audience.
If you don't care about the feelings of
your hardworking classmates, at least
think about how those bands felt as they
looked out from the stage and saw more
beach balls than people.

If you enjoy wading in the khaki sea
for cheap beer, more power to you. It is
your right (regardless of what certain
Fairfield residents with video cameras
may think). I have sometimes heard vicious rumors that it occasionally gets
boring pacing the same strip of sand with
the same flock of people three nights a
week. However, it is in
±<
™ complain of boredom when those energetic souls are busting their bums to
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have events on campus that no one attends.
Drinking, puking and groping are lifetime sports, but college is only here and
now. You can spend it in a stupor or you
can spend it doing fun (free) things. It's
your call.

/ have heard vicious rumors that it occasionally
gets boring pacing the
same strip of sand with
the same flock of people
three nights a week.

Sincerely,
Suzy Uzzilia '01
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Alcohol policy still hazardous
By Lori Rizzo
COMMENTARY EDITOR
The fact that Fairfield's alcohol
policy regarding student hospitalization
is not "new" does not change its dangerous potential.
The administration should not protect students from the judicial system but
should be expected to put the students'
well being above all else.
Assistant Vice President/ Dean of
Students Gwendolyn Vendley claims
that "The system is in place to help the
student in need." However, the student

is not in need of financial pressure or
the threat of punishments, which could
result in bad decision making or even
death for what Vendley clearly admits is
a "mistake."
Friends should undoubtedly put the
safety of an intoxicated friend first, so
why does the university insist on making that decision more difficult?
When freshmen step onto this campus in September, odds are they don't
know anyone. It is no fault of their own
that a true friend may be hard to find.
When a crucial decision needs to be
made, students should feel at ease in
doing the right thing without the pressures and unreasonable demands of the
university. If the administration "cares"

so much, where is the support for the students in need?
Although it is impressive that
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My hope is that there are
more people on this campus who "care"about the
students than there are
claiming to do so.
Vendley can site where the $100 fee is
directed, students should not be held responsible for providing non-alcoholic
programming. There should already be
enough of that going around.

Students are already aware that
drinking to the point of hospitalization
is unacceptable; adding fines, community service and the threat of deferred
suspension does not stop students from
drinking.
No one intentionally drinks to the
point of hospitalization. But the decision of what to do when a friend, acquaintance or complete stranger is visibly in need should not be hindered by
a policy that was not well thought-out.
My hope is that there are more
people on this campus who "care" about
the students than there are claiming to
do so.

ALL STUDENTS WELCOME
ALL MAJORS WELCOME
learn about employment opportunities
with wall Streets' major investment
firms. Meet Fairfield alumni from Chase
Securities, Lehman Brothers, Goldman
Sachs, Merrill Lynch and Morgan Stanley
Dean witter.
rd

DATE & TIME

October 3
5:30-7:30

LOCATION

School Of BUS.
Dining Room

DRESS

Business casual

contact the Career Planning center if you seek
additional Information at X4081
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Arts & Entertainment
Will Napster play on:

•>

Hot controversy over downloading free music
By Kelly Rooney &
Erin Gleason
STAFF WRITERS
First of a two part series
There are certain items that over time
have evolved into major dorm room
staples: futons, hot pots, Christmas
lights, video games and now Napster.
It is virtually impossible to walk down

Napster charging that the company is
infringing on copyright laws established
by the music industry. These laws were
established to protect artists and their creative masterpieces. Because Napster is
the sharing of music files, artists do not
get the royalties that they would receive
if their albums were purchased or if their
songs were played on the radio.
Metallica has been extremely vocal
in their disdain of Napster. Besides
bringing a lawsuit against Napster, Lars
Ulrich, a member of Metallica, has given

www.napster.com

the hall of any dorm without hearing
music blasting from students' computers. Although Napster has been a hit on
college campuses, it has caused a heated
uproar in the music industry.
As college students race to download
songs, the music industry moguls work
to devour Napster. Nineteen-year-old
college student Shawn Fanning founded
Napster, which enables users to exchange music for free via the Internet.
Several artists such as Metallica and
Dr. Dre have filed a lawsuit against

candid interviews verbally bashing
Napster. "Somedays I wake up and I
wonder why the f— we do this," Ulrich
stated.
On the other hand there are other artists who are in support of Napster. These
artists include U2, Courtney Love, Limp
Bizkit and Cypress Hill. Both Limp
Bizkit and Cypress Hill toured this summer in cities throughout the United States
under the sponsorship of Napster.
Dave Grohl of the Foo Fighters
showed his support of Napster by comparing it to people who record music

from the radio. "It's the same as someNext week the court case against
one turning on the radio; it's the same Napster is scheduled to begin. During
as someone putting a cassette in a cas- the summer Napster had been shut down
sette deck when the BBC plays a spe- for two days under the ruling of a judge. ,
cial radio session. I don't think it's a However, due to appeals Napster was ,f
crime; it's been going on for years. It's able to reopen, and the final decision will
the same as people making tapes for be made sometime in October. It is obeach other," the singer commented.
vious that many of Napster's 22 million
The major fear of those who oppose users will be holding their breath as they
Napster is that CD sales will decline as wait for a verdict.
a result of this new technology. In the
Howard E. King, the lawyer fpr
first 6 months of this year record sales Metallica, has sent a letter to 11 univerwere up by six percent since the pre- sities requesting that they ban Napster
vious year. Napster feels this is not from their network or else they will be
a surprise because it provides artists legally responsible.
with the exposure they need. The creHow is Napster effecting our camator feels that it is no more harmful pus, and what does our Network Services
to artists than the radio is.
plan on doing about this situation? How
Twenty-four
will the
years ago, Sony
average
was sued by the
student
movie industry
manage
for selling the
without
videocassette reNapster if
corder. Similar to
we are no
the Napster case,
longer
Sony was found
able to use
guilty by a lower
it? What is
court of creating
the opinan instrument of
ion of felcopyright infringelow Fairment, but after apfield stupeals, the Supreme
dents?
Court cleared Sony
Find the
of these charges.
answers in
The movie indusnext
try feared that the
week's
Metallica is suing Napster
home video would
edition of
discourage people from going to movie The Mirror.
theaters; this was not the case. Just as
the videocassette recorder did not hinder
Look for Part 2 of this
the movie industry, Napster doesn't
series in next week's Mirror
seem as though it will thwart CD sales.

Electricity fades in Madonna's new album
By Kelly Dimario
STAFF WRITER

What's a material girl to do when
she has challenged virtually every controversial topic and offended every

Madonna's been working on since the
1997 release of "Ray of Light."
After transcending her material

critic? Work on "Music" I guess.
That's exactly the long-awaited album

girl image in "Ray of Light" with a
sudden and strong belief in Zen Bud-

Artist: Madonna
Album: "Music"
Grade: BLabel:
ft/fnv0rick/Warn€r
Bros.

dhism, Madonna has returned to her
glamorous, money-based image. This
fact is evident in the mink coat and
plethora of diamond rings she sports
in the first single's ghetto-fabulous
video, "Music." Catchy beats and inconsequential lyrics now replace the
meditative lyrics and introspective
mood that encompassed her last album.
Rumor had it that her new album
would plunge heavily into thick
electronica beats that she toyed with
on "Ray of Light." This rumor was
made more valid with the release of
the first single, "Music," which is saturated with a unique dance beat. The
truth is that this album features the
acoustic guitar on more tracks than any
Continued on pg. 16
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New karaoke film does not sing success
By Sean Hayes
STAFF WRITER

Movie: "Duets"
Grade: C
Starring:
Gwyneth Paltrow,
Huey Lewis,
Maria Bello, Paul
Giamatti, Scott
Speedman
Director: Bruce
Paltrow
Hollywood
Pictures
While recently watching VHl's
"Where Are They Now?" I caught
a little piece on Malcolm JamalWarner, the former Theo Huxtable.
Malcolm is currently a jazz player,
and stated that "singers always
want to act, and actors always want
to sing."
With that in mind, we must now
turn to "Duets," an ensemble piece
about the exciting world of
Karaoke(I). Gwyneth Paltrow,
Huey Lewis, Paul Giamatt, and
Andre Braugher all stars as a group
of loners/losers trying to find, as
one character puts it early on, "harmony."
Jumping from one plot line to
hick bar to annoying song, the
movie stumbles around, desperately trying to make the cast and
karaoke appear interesting or even
cool. There is little success on either account.
Lewis stars as Paltrow's estranged father. Brought together by
her mother's death, the two ends up

Huey Lewis, a Karaoke hussler singing with Paltrow

tute for the entire movie, and every word
that she utters is thickly coated in the most
annoying tone of voice imaginable.
Lewis, trying to bring dignity and
wisdom to karaoke, spends most of the
movie trying to be the loner who doesn't
need anybody. Desperately trying to be
Paul Newman from "The Color of
Money" (Honestly, who hustles people in
karaoke bars?), Lewis fails.
The movie's only saving grace is the
chemistry between Giamatti and
Braugher. While neither actor has marquee names, both are easily recognizable.
Giamatti has played numerous roles all
over the map, most notably as Howard
Stern's boss in Private Parts. Braugher
(TV's Homicide) easily asserts himself as
one of the most underrated and underused
actor.

Reggie Kane (Andre Braugher, left) hitches a ride and meets Todd Woods (Paul Giamatti, right)

wandering the country together going from competition to competition. Paltrow dresses like a prosti-

Giamatti plays a businessman on the
bender to end all benders. He picks up
ex-con Braugher as he drives recklessly
-

around the country. Early on,
someone convinces Giamatti
that karaoke is "a rush like no
other," and he is immediately
hooked. Luckily for him,
Braugher is a singer as well.
This duo drives, sings and
bonds along the way.
It's a shame that such
great character actors are
given such cheesy things to
do. Giamatti wants to "take
the country back from PizzaHut and McDonald's," but he
just sounds like an idiot. It
sounded better when written
by Chuck Palanhiuk or
mouthed by Tyler Durden.
Braugher plays the classic
nice/wise/friendly criminal
very well. He really turns out
to be the only player in this
farce that we may remotely
care about.
The film's karaoke numbers, that range from "Sweet
Dreams" to "Copacabana,"
come off fairly well. However, they are nowhere near
as exciting as the audience in
the bars pretends them to be.
The final song between
Paltrow plays a showgirl in new film
Lewis and Paltrow showcases some decent singing,
Late in the movie, Huey
but the cinematography lets the audience
Lewis
walks through a Brooks Brothers
down. Shots are framed with each singer
in
what
is the ugliest jacket imaginable.
cut off by the edge of the screen, with
A
emotional
scene between father and
the majority of what we see being blurry
daughter
turns
into a metaphor for the
background.
movie.
This
is
a movie filled with talThe finale, Braugher's rendition of
ented
actors
and
actresses, all clothed in
Lynard Skynard's "Freebird," is surpristhe
tacky
perfunctory
notion that karaoke
ing. The lyrics are supposed to say somemakes
for
a
good
story.
thing about his character, but a song
made popular by a group that died tragically in a plane crash comes off as deeply
ironic.
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Richard Ashcroft gets his beat
Former Verve frontman releases first solo recording
By Jordan Costa
STAFF WRITER
"There are dark, negative parts of my
character; places I don't ever want to
go," remarked Richard Ashcroft to
MOJO magazine's Andrew Male. The
Verve's former frontman is offering insight into the intensely personal record
"Alone With Everybody," his first solo
project.
A collection of songs dating back over
five years, Ashcroft combines the simple
country rock of 1970's Neil Young with
the dramatic production of the later
works of the Verve to produce a product
which proves accessible and rich simultaneously. Add to the mix the simplistic
English pop drumming of Verve alumnus Peter Salisbury and a faint James
Brown funk which undulates throughout the recording, and "..Everybody"
marks an exciting departure for longtime Verve fans and new listeners alike.
Fans of 1997's vastly popular Verve

LP "Urban Hymns" may regard "..Everybody" as the record they had been
anxiously awaiting for three years. Although the Verve achieved great commercial success with that album, propelled in America by the success of
FM radio hits "Lucky Man" and "Bittersweet Symphony," their ability to
enjoy popularity as a working unit did
not materialize. "Bittersweet Symphony" was everywhere in 1998 with
a video in heavy rotation on MTV, inclusion in the soundtrack of "Cruel Intentions," and as background to television advertisements for many commercial products.
After eight years of recording and
touring, the Verve were achieving
commercial success, and lots of it. On
the inside, the internal tensions between innovative guitarist Nick
McCabe and the band caused the
Verve to split for the second time in
five years - this time for good.
"...Everybody" picks up in many
places where "Urban Hymns" left off,

Material girl's
mellow music
continued
from 14
of her previous albums. The tracks,
"I Deserve It," "Don't Tell Me," and
"Gone" are backed mainly by guitars
with a little synthesizing in the background.
Madonna teams up with French producer Mirwais Ahmadzai for most of
the songs on this album. They fail to
produce a true cohesiveness of the music, and the end result feels somewhat
patchy and overedited.
The first single and opening track,
"Music," was promising with its distinct beat and complex sound, but it
does not clue us into the sound of the
rest of the album. The next track, "Impressive Instant" is another refreshingly bold song, which is backed by a
deep-electronica beat coupled with
Madonna's constantly distorted voice.
The subject of this song deals with the
fate of finding a lover in contrast to
the vastness of the universe.
Do not bother searching for deep
meaning in the lyrics on this album
because Madonna has definitely focused more on the "music." For example, the hook to "Music," ("Music
makes the people come together") is
hardly intellectually stimulating.
The album gets off to a great start
with these first two tracks but it unfortunately begins to slow up and finishes with only flashes of brilliance.
"Runaway Lover," which has the feel
of a possible upcoming single, is a monotonous dance song with mediocre
lyrics, at best. ("It doesn't pay to be a
runaway lover/ It doesn't pay to give
away what you lack/You'll never get
your money back").
Amazing" is just a rejuvenated ver-

sion of her last hit single, "Beautiful
Stranger." The similarity in the sound
of the two songs is uncanny. If Madonna is nothing else, she's always
been original and inventive, so this
is unexpected from her.
The next track, "Nobody's Perfect"
makes up for the triteness of "Amazing." It is a slow electronica ballad
that doesn't sound like much to begin with, ("I feel so sad/What I did
wasn't right) but Mirwais synthetically bends Madonna's voice with
great calculation, and the combination works.
Madonna showcases her singing
ability in "Don't Tell Me," which is
an acoustic ballad that is going to be
the next released single. For the next
song, "What it feels like for a girl,"
she teams up with her "Ray of Light"
producer, William Orbit and creates
magic once again. This song shows
an emotional side of Madonna that is
not often seen. She sounds genuinely
compassionate for young girls and all
the difficulties they face in life. This
catchy song is one of the best on the
album but it even feels a little repetitive after a while. The last two songs,
"Paradise" and "Gone" are dull and
uninspired.
With a running time of approximately 44 minutes, "Music" feels a
little rushed and it never really picks
a direction to follow. After getting
off to a great start, I expected the
whole album to be just as fresh and
bold as the single "Music," but unfortunately Madonna lets up on her
listeners and the result is a decent album with moments of greatness.

as Ashcroft penned many of the tracks for
the previous record himself. "I Get My
Beat," the record's second offering reminds the listener of the uptempo ballad
"Sonnet" off of "...Hymns".
In "Brave New World," Ashcroft has
tapped into the same resource that produced UK Verve single 'The Drugs Don't
Work," as he tells of "sitting at the table /
wishing I was able/ stable..."; putting his
own nervous breakdown into the same
sensible terms as he had done previously
with his substance addictions.
Even on an album filled with ballads,
"You On My Mind In My Sleep" stands
out. The chorus leaves you singing, his
lyrics leave you longing for that special
somebody, and the thick production of
pedal steel, effect-heavy electric guitar
and strings only add to the emotion and
power. The song stands out where the
album's first track, "A Song For The Lovers" falls short, using additional vocals
and instrumentation to add to rather than
confuse a song.
The album does not contain the fan-

tastic interplay and jamming of Verve
standouts such as "Weeping Willow,"
nor the blistering rock-and-roll of "This
Is Music," and at times the guitar work
of McCabe is missed.
Some Verve tracks would not have
suffered without his influence, yet others would never have materialized at all.
"...Everybody" finds Ashcroft deep into
melodic songwriting, and although
"New York" will have some listeners
grooving, "Money to Burn" would have
benefited from the tight sound of a band
at its peak.
All criticism aside, the record is filled
with fantastic songwriting and unparalleled delivery and certainly deserves a
place in the substance-free Top 40 of
American radio. However, should it be
overlooked it will be no tragedy to
Ashcroft, who today is finally comfortable with the notion that, "I am a rock
star" - and a wealthy one at that. Although the record may be his most listener-friendly effort to date, Ashcroft is
not writing for you or for me. He is writing for himself.
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Back from the depths
Struggling women s soccer fights hack with two straight wins
By Ethan Fry
STAFF WRITER
With an electricity in the air normally
reserved for the stadia of Europe, the
Fairfield women's soccer team defeated
Navy 4-3 on Sunday in one of the most
thrilling matches of the season. It was
Fairfield's second straight win, having
defeated Iona in double-overtime last
Thursday and the Stags are now 2-7-2
on the season.
In addition to the wins, freshman
midfielder Maureen Miller, who scored
the game-winning goal against Iona and
two goals against Navy, was named
Metro Atlantic Athletic Conference
women's soccer player of the week on
Monday. She is the first Fairfield player
to earn the honor this season.
Against Iona, the Stags were forced
into double overtime after having come
back from a 1-0 deficit. After the Gaels
took an early lead, Julieanne Forman
capitalized on a Pam Guff pass in the
49th minute to even the score. For the
rest of the half and early in overtime, the
goalkeepers proved the better of the forwards, until Miller broke away in the
107th minute and coolly slid the ball past
the goalkeeper from twelve yards out.
Anne Lyons, the Fairfield goalkeeper,
had ten saves on the game, including
several key stops in overtime.
Fairfield returned home Sunday to
host Navy, who entered the contest 3-60, but had beaten future Fairfield MAAC
opponent Loyola the previous week.
Fairfield enjoyed the better run of play
early in the game, and was rewarded in
the 13th minute with a goal.
After efficient midfield play from Lauren
Bishar and Kyle McClintock, Gina

Photo: Sports Info
Junior Julie Anne Forman and the Stags have won their last two games
Pantuosco crossed a ball which passed goal by Maureen Miller. Navy rethrough the hands of the Navy goal- sponded later in the first half when
keeper and was easily headed into the Justine Fisher got behind the defense and

scored in the 18th minute. After the first
Navy goal, both teams lost their rhythm
and the two sides entered halftime deadlocked at 1-1.
The second half started well for the
Stags when, in the 50th minute,
Pantuosco crossed from the right and
Caitlin Fleming headed the ball into the
net. Navy responded again and Stag
goalkeeper Dana Comuniello was forced
to make several important saves in a
flurry of activity inside the box. The
Fairfield defense played strong until the
82nd minute, when Navy equalized on
a Danielle La Salle goal.
Tied at two, the Fairfield offense took
over. Miller helped earn her player of
the week award in the 84th minute with
a brilliant run from the midfield, leaving many defenders in her traaks before
slamming the ball into the corner of the
net, making the score 3-2. Navy had
one more trick up their sleeve, and
Vanessa Solon rocketed a shot from 35
yards out that screamed into the top left
corner.
It seemed as if the Stags were headed
for their fifth overtime game of the season when they received a free kick on
the edge of the box with less than three
minutes left. Pam Cluff nearly scored
with the free kick, but her shot went off
the bar and into the air. When the Navy
defense failed to clear, freshman Sandy
Michaels volleyed in the rebound past
two defenders for the victory.
The Stags face Manhattan tomorrow
and St. Peter's on Sunday. Both games
are conference games, and both are
home. Manhattan's record is 2-4-1, but
they are undefeated in MAAC play. St.
Peter's is 0-9-0, with an 0-3 record in
the MAAC.

No. 25 ranked Stags top Siena
By Colin Davis
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR
The Fairfield men's soccer squad had
to wait a few days to even their MAAC
record against the Siena Saints. Rain and
lightning postponed the two squads
'meeting on the original date, Tuesday,
the 19th and the match was rescheduled
and played on Friday the 22nd. The postponement gave the Stags three more days
to stew over their consecutive double
overtime losses, and their national ranking which plummeted to No. 25, down
from as high as No. 16.
-Whether it was the delay, or struggling in the past few games, the Stags
took something out on the Saints, and
came away with a hard fought 2-1 victory.
The Stags wasted no time in grasping the lead, as sophomore sniper Justin
Thompson headed in a Greg Williams
throw-in for the games first tally in the
first minute of play. This was
Thompson's seventh goal of the season.
The lead stood until approximately
mid-way through the first half, when
Siena's Jack Ketcham grabbed an Andrew Dunton pass and fired in a shot
from the top of the box.
The Stags came into the second half
determined to right the ship, and break
their two-game streak of losing games
after halftime. The Stags' Mark Dietz
broke the 1 -1 tie in the 66th minute off a

corner kick. The kick fell short of its
target but Fairfield's Marco Ceresa was
able to control it and feed Dietz, who
. was about six yards out. Dietz converted
the game-winner and the Stags made it
stand up.
Roger Noll's stellar second half play
should not be overlooked, as he turned
back five shots in the half and six saves
overall.
The Stags defense kept them in the
game once again, and maintained its
highly respectable 1.07 goals against average, while the offense bolstered its 2.13
goals per game average.
The Stags look to move further up the
national rankings this week, taking on
Holy Cross on Tuesday the 26th, and
Iona on Saturday, the 30th. The team's
record stands at 5-2, and 2-2 in the highly
competitive MAAC.

The men's squad
doesn't have another
game at home until
October 17th.
e women's team
hosts Manhattan
Friday night at 7p.m.
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Midfielder Rob Defaveri and the Stags are nationally ranked No. 25.
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Q&A
Sports Editor Matt Thompson takes some snaps
with Fairfield quarterback Mike Cerchio
Name: Mike Cerchio
Year: Sophomore
Sport and Position: Quarterback for the football team.
Height: 6-foot-4
Weight: 182
Hometown: Red Bank, NJ
Summary: Mike Cerchio took over for graduated Jim Lopusznick as quarterback
for the Fairfield football team. Cerchio proved he has what it takes run the Stags
offense with a record tying performance in a start against Central Connecticut
State last season. In that game, Cerchio threw for 232-yards and four touchdowns
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in
a 41-40 Fairfield win. So
far this season, the
Stags are an underachieving
0-2
and Cerchio has completed ll-of-32 passes for only one touchdown and three
interceptions. The sophomore says that he and the rest of the team are primed for
their breakthrough performance this Saturday in their home opener against Iona.
MT: We all know you're the quarterback for the football team, but what
about school? What's your major?
CERCHIO: I'm a business major.
MT: So if the NFL falls through, you want to be a ... ?
CERCHIO: I'm not really sure. I know I want to travel a lot with business. I want
see a lot of sights and different parts of the country, but I'm not really sure exactly
what I want to do yet.
MT: Aside from football and school, what other interests or hobbies do you
have?
CERCHIO: Playstation is a great thing to have. I like to hang out and watch
movies. Go out with my friends. I'm just a normal guy.
MT: You guys are off to an 0-2 start, obviously not where you want to be right
now but it's not something you can't bounce back from. What does this team
need to do to get back on track this year?

MT: Name someone on our defense that you wouldn't want chasing you on a
quarterback bootleg?
CERCHIO: I wouldn't want to meet [senior linebacker] Matt Costanzo head on.
He's just vicious. Matt and John Barone [junior linebacker] are the two hardest
hitters in the conference.
»
MT: This might get you in trouble, but name someone on our defense that
y°u th,nk y°u cou,d -»uke and J,ve ^ from?
^,™^TT;^ T,,,
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CERCHIO: I d have to say
J Joe Roberts.

MT: Why's that?

)

CERCHIO: Well, he's a defensive end and I'm a lot faster than him and more
athletic than he is.
MT: So what you're telling me is he's a big sissy.
CERCHIO: Yeah, but don't write that.
MT: If you could play another position aside from QB, what would it be?
CERCHIO: I'd love to play wide receiver That's a great position to play. Quarterback is great too, but I've always had a passion for wide receiver. I have great
hands and I'm pretty fast,
MT: Saturday you guys play Iona. Any predictions for us?
CERCHIO: We will win without a doubt. I guarantee that. We'll win by a reasonable margin too. I think you'll see an even amount of running and passing plays.
Our defense will do what it normally does and step up to the plate and shut them
down.
MT: Iona's nickname is the Gaels. What exactly is a Gael?

CERCHIO: Basically this game (Iona on Saturday) is a big game for us. After this
game, when we win, it will be a big step for us.

CERCHIO: I think it's some sort of bird. I don't know. What is it?

MT: You showed us what kind of quarterback you can be last year when you
started a game in place of an injured Lopusznick. You tied a record for touch
down passes in a game with four, how long before we see that kind of game
from you again?
0

*S?SS ^SS^
wimpy mascot or what?

CERCHIO: I hope this Saturday will be the big day. I plan on bringing everything
out there and not holding back at all.
MT: You're replacing one of the best Division I-AA quarterbacks in
Lopusznick. You two went to the same high school and when he graduated
and came to Fairfield, you took over as quarterback. How does replacing
him here on the larger stage differ from the last time?

MT: I checked out the Iona homepage, and a Gael is pretty much a LepreIn y Ur

°

Professional °Pinion'is

that a

Prett*

CERCHIO: Yeah, that's pretty lame. I'd rather be a Stag.
MT: So if a Stag and a Gael ever had to throw down, who'd come away with
the win?
CERCHI0: The Sta

g

would kick its bu

">

stick his horns

"8ht into

him

,_ re
™T: ?K' he? s the money ques1_tion- Y°U re aD underclassmen' but ?<>»
also the starting varsity quarterback. Do girls just flock to you or what?

CERCHIO: The level of competition is much higher now. I'm still competing
with Paul [Gorra] and he's a great quarterback. It was easier in high school to just
take over. The level of competition is really just much higher here.

CERCHIO: Oh jeez .... actually no. It's hard to go out and socialize. Football
and school take up a lot of my time and effort. I try to get out and socialize and yes
I try to go out and meet girls. I'm very single.

MT: Who's got it easier, the defense or the offense?

MT: So do you want me to run your number at the end here?

CERCHIO: The defense definitely has it easier. They don't have to memorize all
the plays we have to. The quarterback has to know everything. The offensive line
has to know blocking schemes. The backs and receivers have to know all the
different routs and patterns. The defense only has to know one play and to go to
one spot. Of course, if I said the offense had it easier, I'd probably get beat up.

CERCHIO: (smiles) Extension 6755.

Look for a stbry on the
Fairfield field hockey
squad coming in next
week's sports section.

Cerchio and the Football team hoast Iona
on Saturday at 1 p.m. at Alumni Field
Like taking pictures?
No, not dirty ones.
Anyone interested in taking sports
photos, call Matt Thompson at
The Mirror, x2533.
All you weirdos taking the dirty pictures
can also call Matt Thompson at x2533.
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Volleyball spikes Brown,
wins UConn Invitational
ByJustin S. Murphy
STAFF WRITER
It was yet another successful week
for the Fairfield women's volleyball
team as they captured their homeopener
against Yale as well as the UConn Invitational Tournament. A stellar team effort led to four straight victories over
Yale, University ofConnecticut, Oregon
State and Brown. The team's record
jumped to 8-5 as they prepare for a tough
match this Thursday at Hofstra before
entering their stream ofMAAC Conference matches in two weeks.
The Stags welcomed Yale to Alumni
Hall on Tuesday, September 19 for their
2000 home opener and sent Yale home
with a the going away present of a 3-0
loss. The Fairfield offense was
uncontainable, recording 46 kills and an
overall .396 hitting percentage. The
defense was just as strong as they held
Yale to a .000 hitting percentage in the
second game.
Junior Joanne Saunders and sophomore Conny Paul were both at their
usual level of play, having excellent
games. Saundererecordedamatch-high
17 kills while having a .455 hitting percentage. Paul had 11 kills, and eight
digs, alongwitha .500 hitting percentage for the match. Sophomore Stacy
Olimpia had 10 digs for the Stags, and
freshmen Kelly Sorensen was the offensive power house recording five digs,
five kills, and 36 assists. "Sorensen was
on all week. She played tremendous
games," said head coach Mitch Jacobs.
Last weekend, the women Stags
headed to Storrs, Connecticut for the
UCbnnlnvitationalTournament In the
opening game versus UConn, the Stags
came out hungry for the Huskies and
took the match 3-1. Sorensen recorded
57 assists.
"For the second straight year we defeated UConn, anditwasreaUyagreat
team effort," said Jacobs. Familiar faces
Saunders and Paul were on their game
hitting 22 and 21 kills, respectively.
Senior Corinne Carlson added 10 kills.
From the defensive standpoint, the
UConn Huskies were held tojust a .026
hitting pjercentagemthederiding game
ofthe match.
In the most exciting match of the
weekend, the Fairfield Stags bounced
back from a two game deficit and defeated Oregon State. The Stags lost the
first two games by scores of 14-16, and
9-15, but then the surplus ofheart and
desire to win that the Stags have, kicked
in. The team won the final three games
18-16,16-14, and 15-11 to move into
the tournament finals.
"We went into this match thinking
competing other than winning. I

Photo: Sports Info
Senior Corinne Carlson (5) and the Stags were undefeated in all four ofthier games last week.
couldn't be much happier with how the goodenoughtogetherthelOthgreatest brought her weekend total to 173.
girkstuckmthereandpkyediheirhearts singlematAperformanceinschoolhis- Saunders and Paul led the offensive
out," said an ecstatic Jacobs.
toiyasweUasherthirdhighestpersonal surge. Saunders had a .515 hittingperFreshmen sensation Kelly Sorensen total. Carlson added 14 kills, and centage, with 20 kills. Paul smashed 19
earned her name into the Fairfield Olimpia had two service aces. Fresh- kills, andhada. 368 hitting percentage.
Women's Volleyball record book by post/ men Becky Guess added 11 kills in the Guess also added four kills to the wining a 72 assist performance. The 72 as- outstanding comeback victory for the ning effort.
sists were the secondhighest single match Stags.
As a team, the Stags hit .333 percent,
total that Stag Volleyball has ever seen.
along
with 56 kills. The defense didn't
In the final match of the UConn InSorensen also added three kills to the vitational, the future of Stag Volleyball allow a single service ace from Brown
match
was put to the test on the court. Carlson and in return, Brown received eight of
Paul and Saunders both had single was givenarest for the match, and some themfromFairfield. Fairfieldsweptthe
match Top 10 performances. Paul re- new young faces stepped up to the chal- match 3-0 and won the UConn Invitacorded 30 kills, which ranks 6th all-time. lenge against Brown. Once again it was tionalTournament
Saunders knocked in 25 kills, which was Sorensen recording 44 assists which

